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Abstract
Traditional electrode manufacturing for lithium-ion batteries is well established, reliable, and
has already reached high processing speeds and improvements in production costs. For modern
electric vehicles, however, the need for batteries with high gravimetric and volumetric energy
densities at cell level is increasing; and new production concepts are required for this purpose.
During the last decade, laser processing of battery materials emerged as a promising processing
tool for either improving manufacturing flexibility and product reliability or enhancing battery
performances. Laser cutting and welding already reached a high level of maturity and it is
obvious that in the near future they will become frequently implemented in battery production
lines. This review focuses on laser texturing of electrode materials due to its high potential for
significantly enhancing battery performances beyond state-of-the-art. Technical approaches and
processing strategies for new electrode architectures and concepts will be presented and
discussed with regard to energy and power density requirements. The boost of electrochemical
performances due to laser texturing of energy storage materials is currently proven at the
laboratory scale. However, promising developments in high-power, ultrafast laser technology
may push laser structuring of batteries to the next technical readiness level soon. For
demonstration in pilot lines adapted to future cell production, process upscaling regarding
footprint area and processing speed are the main issues as well as the economic aspects with
regards to CapEx amortization and the benefits resulting from the next generation battery. This
review begins with an introduction of the three-dimensional battery and thick film concept,
made possible by laser texturing. Laser processing of electrode components, namely current
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collectors, anodes, and cathodes will be presented. Different types of electrode architectures,
such as holes, grids, and lines, were generated; their impact on battery performances are
illustrated. The usage of high-energy materials, which are on the threshold of
commercialization, is highlighted. Battery performance increase is triggered by controlling
lithium-ion diffusion kinetics in liquid electrolyte filled porous electrodes. This review
concludes with a discussion of various laser parameter tasks for process upscaling in a new type
of extreme manufacturing.

Keywords: laser structuring, lithium-ion battery, electrode architecture, 3D battery, cell
performance, upscaling

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Laser processes for battery materials have different mature
levels and can be roughly divided in two types: laser weld-
ing and laser cutting. The former type of laser processes has
already achieved a technical readiness level of 8 or 9. Related
laser systems are qualified or already system proven in indus-
trial environments. Laser cutting can be applied to separators
and electrodes. However the current focus relates to electrode
cutting. For pouch cell designs, complete electrodes must be
cut at high speeds that match the coating speed, which is in
the range of 25–50 m min−1 [1]. Laser cutting has to realize a
throughput of at least one to two electrodes per second, which
in turn requires a scanning speed of 1–2 m s−1 [2]. Partial cut-
ting is also used to divide broad coating sheets in half (slitting)
or for a separate the current collector from the coated sheet by
exposing the current collector tap contact (notching).

Besides conventional welding (e.g. for prismatic cells),
laser welding is also used to join electrode layers (e.g.
electrode-to-tap joining, tap-to-tap joining, and tap-to-busbar
joining). Laser welding with high power fiber laser systems
can produce complete battery modules that reach the capa-
cities and cell voltages (e.g. 400 V or 800 V) required for
electrical vehicles [3]. The main issue lies designing appro-
priate clamping elements to ensure close mechanical contact
between the joining partners [4]. It was found that laser weld-
ing of dissimilar materials, such as CuZn37 sheets on the
negative pole of 26650 lithium-ion cylinder cells, is super-
ior to ultrasonic welding and resistance spot welding in terms
of the resulting electrical contact resistance and the tensile
strength achieved [5]. Deep penetration or keyhole welding
seems appropriate for achieving a suitablemechanical strength
between the cell terminal and busbar. However, accounting for
possible spatter issues is essential.

Welding of aluminum–copper tap contacts and laser weld-
ing in pulse overlap using high-frequency local modulation
(‘wobbling’) was demonstrated to be industrially reliable;
while the depth and width of the weld seams were adjustable
in the micrometer range [6]. The battery modules, that power
Tesla vehicles consisting of cylindrical cells types or BMWi3
vehicles consisting of prismatic cells, are assembled by using
laser welding with wobbling process strategy. So far, laser
welding is the most established laser process in battery
manufacturing.

The second type of laser process is significantly more soph-
isticated due to the fact that a direct impact onto the electro-
chemical properties is expected to push battery performances
beyond state-of-the-art technology. This process is based on
laser ablation, or modification of composite electrode mater-
ials, which is a relatively new manufacturing approach and
research topic [7]. A few years ago, research groups in Ger-
many, China, Japan, and Korea started working on this new
topic [7–10]. Therefore, laser structuring and modification of
electrodes have a technical readiness level below 5 (i.e. the
technology is on an experimental level of proof of concept or
in the process of being validated under laboratory conditions).
However, for future battery development this type of laser pro-
cess has a great potential to play a significant role in overcom-
ing the engineering challenges of state-of the-art batteries by
merging the three-dimensional electrode and thick film elec-
trode concepts.

Laser processing of electrodes can be related to differ-
ent parts of electrodes with different objectives regarding
tuning the final cell performance. Electrodes of commer-
cially available high-energy or high-power lithium-ion batter-
ies are multimaterial systems consisting of a composite layer,
which is deposited via slot-die coating or tape casting on
thin current collector foils made of copper (anode) and alu-
minum (cathode) with thicknesses of about 6–10 µm and 15–
20 µm, respectively. In general the cathode side determines
the amount of available lithium (i.e. the full cell capacity). The
cathode side can be described as a composite material made of
an active material (e.g. LiNixMnyCozO2 with x+ y+ z= 1), a
binder (e.g. polyvinylidene difluoride, (PVDF)), carbon black
(e.g. TIMCAL), and other additives (figure 1). Carbon black
is used to form a network with high electrical conductivity
between the particles and the current collector. The binder
provides the mechanical integrity necessary to adhere the act-
ive layer to the metallic substrate. The calendering process
reduces the porosity of the composite electrode but enhances
the particle-particle contact, as shown in figure 1.

The conventional anode is made of graphite and can store
up to one lithium atom per six carbon atoms (LiC6) and is
intercalated in between the respective graphene layers. To
avoid lithium plating, the absolute capacity of the anode side
is slightly oversized, which is indicated by a cell balancing
value (i.e. anode capacity divided by cathode capacity) in the
range of 1.1–1.3. In summary, laser texturing has different
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
uncalendered and calendered NMC-111 cathodes in cross sectional
view; (a) uncalendered electrode (thickness of 130 ± 6 µm); (b)
calendered electrode (thickness of 100 ± 3 µm). The inset
illustrates NMC-111 pressed into the aluminum substrate due to
calendering [11].

application opportunities regarding tuning of the electrochem-
ical performance. It can be applied to each part of the mul-
timaterial electrode system, such as themodification and struc-
turing (e.g. drilling, nano-pattering) of the current collector
surfaces, modification and selective ablation of the composite
electrode surfaces, and structuring of entire composite elec-
trodes down to the current collector [12].

However, a detailed knowledge about the microscopic pro-
cesses inside composite electrodes and the overall cell system
is necessary for enhancing and controlling electrochemical
performances via laser texturing. The lithium concentration
gradients in liquid electrolytes along the composite electrode
induce diffusion of lithium inside the electrolyte. The lithium-
ion diffusion kinetics inside the electrolyte filled pores, the
charge transfer processes during lithiation and delithiation of
active material, the lithium concentration gradients in liquid
electrolyte along the composite electrode, and the resulting
overpotentials need to be considered in detail.

Overpotentials ηi in lithium-ion batteries have different
sources, which lower the cell voltage (U) in comparison to the
steady-state voltage (U0) which is determined by the Nernst
equation under the thermodynamic equilibrium state [13]:

U= U0 +
∑
i

ηi. (1)

ηi can represent ohmic resistance, resistance due to ionic
transfer through solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer, charge

transfer resistance, charge double layer capacity, and the con-
centration overpotentials [14].

Laser processing of electrodes can now provide new
strategies to reduce overpotentials ηi. The diffusion over-
potential in liquid-electrolyte soaked electrodes arises from
the limited diffusion capabilities of lithium in materials with
low porosity (p) and high tortuosity (τ ). The resulting diffu-
sion polarization in the electrodes is attributed to lithium-ion
concentration gradients, which is primarily controlled by an
effective diffusion coefficient (Deff) of lithium in liquid elec-
trolytes [15]. The common definition of the 3D geometrical
tortuosity for a porous material is:

Deff =
p
τ
Del. (2)

Del describes the diffusion coefficient of lithium-ions in
free electrolytes. The parameter (p) is the volumetric porosity
of the porous material. The resulting concentration gradient of
lithium salt in the electrolyte is enforced by high current rates
at high-power operations (i.e. high C-rates during charging or
discharging operation). The term ‘C-rate’ can be introduced
as follows: A C-rate of 2 C or 3 C corresponds to an elec-
trical current which is necessary to charge/discharge a battery
in 1/2 or 1/3 of an hour, respectively. It is quite obvious achiev-
ing a high effective diffusivity requires a low tortuosity value.
Under optimized conditions, the tortuosity (τ ) reaches values
near τ = 1.Microscopically, this corresponds to a high-aspect-
ratio line texture enabling ideally straight and parallel diffu-
sion pathways perpendicularly oriented to the current collector
surface. It seems likely that laser structuring of composite elec-
trodes will lead to an artificial porosity and a reduced tortu-
osity in the thick film electrodes (i.e. an enhanced effective
diffusion coefficient (Deff) of lithium-ions in the liquid elec-
trolyte) embedded in the porous composite electrode. There-
fore, a reduced value of tortuosity can be reached in 3D struc-
tured composite electrodes, leading to an enhanced effective
lithium-ion diffusion. By choosing capillary structures, such
as lines or grid patterns down to the current collector [16]
instead of blind borings, one can couple the effect of a boost in
diffusivity, described by equation (2), with the effect of accel-
erated and homogenized wetting of composite electrodes with
liquid electrolytes; which can further improve overall reaction
efficiency.

At this point, it is important to note that the use of liquid
electrolytes for lithium-ion battery (LIB) technology is still
state-of-the-art. Thin-film batteries and 3D-micro batteries
using solid-state electrolytes are designed for medical or
micro-electromechanical system devices and cannot deliver
the required energy density for any type of electric vehicles
(xEVs). To close this gap, all-solid-state batteries (figure 2)
are under ongoing development [17]. Besides requiring fur-
ther technologically developments, which is a main topic of
research groups worldwide [18, 19], another issue is upscal-
ing the process and the inherent challenges to provide the
necessary ionic conductivity and stability. So far, all-solid-
state batteries cannot provide the required current capability,
energy/power density, or cycling stability. Therefore, LIBs
with porous electrodes that are filled with liquid electrolytes
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Figure 2. A schematic representation of different battery
configurations using solid electrolytes (yellow). Current collectors
are depicted in grey (negative) and orange (positive), and active
materials in green (anode) and beige (cathode), respectively [17].

are still state-of-the-art and will remain so at least for the next
decade.

1.1. 3D battery concept

What is the benefit of a 3D battery in comparison to a con-
ventional 2D approach with planar electrodes? Besides a
decreased overall tortuosity, an increased active surface area
should shorten lithium-ion diffusion pathways. The charge
transfer resistance will decrease, and a reduction of mechan-
ical tension due to volume expansion and contraction during
lithiation and delithiation is expected to increase cycle life-
time. These benefits can be derived from the general 3D bat-
tery concept, which was introduced by Long et al [20] for
micro-scaled batteries (figure 2, scheme on the right): ‘The
general strategy… is to design cell structures that maxim-
ize power and energy density yet maintain short ion trans-
port distances… A 3D matrix of electrodes… is necessary
to meet both the requirements of short transport lengths and
large energy capacity.’ This 3D battery concept is primar-
ily applied to micro-batteries with applications in micro-
and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) techno-
logy [21]. The design and fabrication of 3D electrodes have
become increasingly important in battery systems. Besides
laser structuring, advanced 3D printing technologies such as
laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) [22], have promising
potential for applications in 3D structured electrodes due to
their high design flexibility and capacity for forming com-
plex structures [23]. Pröll et al printed an lithium-manganese-
oxide-based thick-film electrode (thickness: 50–60 µm) [24]
using the LIFT technique. Overall, the electrochemical per-
formance of the thick-film electrodes could be significantly
tuned to higher power operation by combining the LIFT pro-
cess with ultrafast laser structuring to further increase the act-
ive surface area.

Figure 3. Specific discharge capacities of pouch cells with
structured and unstructured NMC-111; reproduced from [7].

Cells with structured electrodes show enhanced high-rate
capabilities during charging and discharging. They also pos-
sess high potential for applications in high-power energy stor-
age devices. About 6 years ago, one of the first publications
about laser structured (LS) electrodes demonstrated the cap-
ability of 3D structured electrodes for batteries in pouch cell
design (i.e. ones with large footprint area) [16]. This work
demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of large-scale
laser structuring of state-of-the-art composite electrodes and
unique improvements on cell lifetime in comparison to cells
with unstructured electrodes due to a tremendous improve-
ment in the wetting of structured electrodes with liquid elec-
trolyte (figure 3). After 10 000 cycles, cells with structured
electrodes maintain 60% of their initial capacity while cells
with unstructured electrodes show a sudden drop in capacity
(‘sudden death’) and only reach 1573 cycles for a remaining
capacity of 60% [7].

The lack of ‘sudden death’ behavior as a function of cycle
numbers for cells with structured electrodes becomes even
more astonishing when taking into account that the pouch cells
with structured electrodes went to electrochemical cycling dir-
ectly after the electrolyte filling process without any so called
‘warm aging’, which is required for standard cells to guaran-
tee a sufficient wetting of the electrodes and separator material
with liquid electrolyte. A tremendous wetting takes place in
structured cells with electrodes, which leads to a sudden drop
in the ohmic resistance of the overall cell, reported in [16].

Accelerated electrolyte wetting prevents the warm aging
process, including the associated costs for a vacuum, stor-
age space, and logistics. The significant potential of laser pro-
cessing technology regarding a further reduction of production
costs was already discussed in [7]. Laser texturing of ultra-
thick-film electrodes can reduce the manufacturing costs of
batteries by 20%–30%, besides improving cell lifetime and
cycling performance; which means reaching a higher cost effi-
ciency for a more sophisticated product in comparison to the
state-of-the-art.
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Table 1. List of design concepts for pushing state-of-the-art
lithium-ion batteries towards next generation.

Concepts Objectives Challenges

Mass loading Energy Coating, rate capab-
ility, overpotential,
upscaling

Wetting Lifetime, safety Homogeneity, reliab-
ility

Material Energy Chemical and mech-
anical stability,
volume change,
safety, lifetime

3D battery Power, energy Processing, upscal-
ing

Table 1 lists different types of technical measures, which
show a high potential for reducing the gap in energy density
between the material level and cell level, which is typically
a factor of four [7]. It is recommended to merge the afore-
mentioned concepts with the use of advanced high-energy
materials (material concept) and ultra-thick-film electrodes
(mass loading concept) to ensure a high areal capacity and low
amount of inactive material. However, these concepts face ser-
ious challenges, such as upscaling issues, mechanical instabil-
ity due to volume expansion, and the formation of overpo-
tentials during electrochemical cycling, see equation (1). To
indicate the relevance of introducing laser texturing in battery
manufacturing, a short survey of current research activities in
the field of new materials and mass loading concept is given
in the following sections.

1.2. Material concept

State-of-the-art LIBs use LiNixMnyCozO2 (NMC) with
x = y = z = 1/3 (NMC-111as active materials on the cathode
side) and artificial or natural graphite (C) on anode side. NMC-
111 provides a practical specific capacity of 160 mA h g−1

[25] while graphite intercalates Li-ions with a specific capa-
city in the range of 320–372 mA h g−1. These values can be
calculated using the Faraday law under the assumption that
NMC-111 can extract of about 60% of Li within a voltage
window of 3.0–4.2 V while in graphite six carbons can theor-
etically intercalate one lithium leading to 372 mA h g−1.

One way to increase the energy density of state-of-the-art
NMC-111/graphite batteries is to introduce new active mater-
ials on the cathode and anode sides. The current trend in bat-
terymanufacturing industry involves increasing the nickel (Ni)
content in NMC, which corresponds to an increase in the spe-
cific capacity due to the fact that the oxidation of Ni2+ to
Ni4+ during charging is the main process during delithiation
of the cathode material [26]. Table 2 shows different types of
NMC materials with their respective specific practical capa-
cities. Following this list, NMC-811 (LiNixMnyCozO2 with
x= 0.8, y= z= 0.1) appears to be the most promising cathode
material with a practical specific capacity of 215 mA h g−1,
which is about 30% higher than the capacity of NMC-111.

Table 2. Specific capacity of different types of LiNixMnyCozO2

(NMC) with varying Ni content for a voltage window of 3–4.2 V.
Data were extracted from [25].

Type of NMC
LiNixMnyCozO2

(x + y + z = 1) Discharge capacity

NMC 811 LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 215 mA h g−1

NMC 622 LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 198 mA h g−1

NMC532 LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 170 mA h g−1

NMC 442 LiNi0.42Mn0.42Co0.16O2 163 mA h g−1

NMC 111 LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 160 mA h g−1

With increasing nickel content, lithium nickel manganese
cobalt oxide tends to form oxygen at elevated voltages due
to reduced material stability, which is worse regarding safety
and capacity stability [27]. However, recent progress in mater-
ial development and coating technology encourages battery
manufactures to replace NMC-111 with NMC-622. It seems
that NMC-811 will almost certainly succeed NMC-622 as
the industry-standard cathode material. Battery manufactur-
ers intend to replace graphite on the anode side with silicon-
/graphite composite anodes. Silicon (Si) can provide a capa-
city of 3579 mA h g−1 at room temperature [28]. Due to the
fact that the Si volume changes about 370% [29] during lith-
iation, it became more useful to mix nano-sized Si particles
of a diameter of 150 nm or less with micro-sized graphite
particles. These Si/C anodes can reach specific capacities of
∼540 mA h g−1 for a composition of Si (5 wt%) and graphite
(90 wt%). The amount of Si will be further increased in future
anodes.

It can be concluded that manufactures of future LIBs
will combine nickel-rich lithium nickel manganese cobalt
oxide (NMC-622 or NMC-811) cathodes with silicon/graphite
anodes. In the classification of LIB cell chemistries these are
so-called ‘generation 2b’ and ‘generation 3b (Gen-3b)’ cells.
While the latter cell type uses high-energy NMC thick-film
electrodes with high-mass loading (see next chapter) or high-
voltage spinel cathode materials [30]. Silicon/graphite com-
posites are expected to be the dominant anode materials in
Gen-3b batteries. At present, optimized LIB cells of genera-
tion 1 and 2a (cathode: NMC-111 or LiFePO4 (LFP); anode:
carbon or graphite) are the core technology for xEVs. Given
the lead time from R&D on battery materials to their actual
incorporation in large-scale production, these generations—
and incremental improvements to them—are expected to
remain the chemistry of choice for at least the next decade [30].

1.3. Mass loading concept

The specific energy (EA) per area (A) increases with the act-
ive material layer thickness and the mass load (mg cm−2) of
the cathodes and respective anodes. In the case of compact
2D electrode thin layers (figure 2, scheme in the middle), an
increase in electrode layer thickness (LE) leads to a decrease
in specific power (PA) due to restricted lithium diffusion in the
solid thin-film. Fick’s laws of diffusion describe the intercala-
tion of lithium in the electrode. The lithium-ion transport along
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the layer thickness (LE) is described by the diffusion coeffi-
cient DLi (cm2 s−1), which determines the shortest time (τ0.5)
in which 50% of the lithium-ions are re-intercalated into the
cathode (i.e. 50% depth of discharge (DoD) is reached) [31]:

τ0.5 ≈
LE

2

3DLi

PA ≈ 0.5EA

τ
≈ 3EADLi

2LE
2 .

(3)

The maximum power that can be extracted decreases with
the square of the layer thickness (LE) and linearly with the lith-
ium diffusion coefficient in the electrodes limiting the energy
and power of the cell. To overcome these limitations, the com-
pact and dense electrode material is replaced by a thick but
porous composite electrode film (figure 1).

In the lithium-ion cells for high-energy applications, the
electrodes, anodes, and cathodes, are formed from slurries
with active material powders, binders, solvents, and additives
which are applied to current collector foils [32, 33]. The thick-
film electrodes have a porosity between 30% and 50% in order
to allow liquid electrolyte to penetrate through the composite
film down to the current collector. The liquid electrolyte con-
tained in the pores enables additional pathways for the lithium-
ion conduction. The conductive additives, typically acetylene
black, improve the electrical conductivity to the surface of the
active particles, where the redox reaction occurs. The homo-
geneous wetting of the entire electrode with liquid electrolyte
is necessary in order to achieve sufficient lithium-ion diffusion
kinetics in the entire lithium-ion cell. Dry areas, representing
areas of high impedance, do not contribute to the capacity of
the cell and are a possible starting point for chemical degrad-
ation and accelerated cell aging. Therefore, the wetting pro-
cess is a key issue and also cost-intensive in battery production
[34, 35]. State-of-the-art LIBs typically use composite NMC-
111 cathodes with film thicknesses in the range of 50 µm [35].

For commercial cells, it is common to reduce binder and
carbon black in electrodes to further increase the energy dens-
ity. This leads to a high amount (up to 96 wt%) of active mater-
ial in the coating. Another approach is to increase the layer
thickness of the composite electrodes, which saves inactive
material and ultimately reduces the volume andmass of metal-
lic current collectors (e.g. aluminum for the cathode and cop-
per for the anode) and separator materials. A thicker cathode
and anode would mean that the number of electrode sheets and
separator foils would decrease for a given capacity (e.g. 52 Ah
[35]). In addition, fewer process steps would be required for
pouch cell production, which leads to an increased throughput
and improved cost efficiency.

The mass loading or thick-film concept is about increasing
the electrode layer thickness and the active mass deposit in
order to achieve a higher gravimetric and volumetric energy
density for the entire cell (figure 4). Material costs can be
reduced by using fewer inactive materials (i.e. current col-
lector and separator). The data for a commercial 52 Ah cell
were extracted from Wood et al [35]. The electrode stack

Figure 4. Cell weight, gravimetric and volumetric energy density
on cell level as function of film thickness and cathode areal capacity
for a 52 Ah cell (electrode footprint 21 × 24 cm2). Graphs were
calculated from state-of-the-art data of 52 Ah (50 µm cathode
thickness) extracted from [35].

begins and ends with a single-side-coated anode. The stand-
ard cell has an NMC-111 electrode layer thicknesses of 50 µm
with an areal capacity of 1.39 mA h cm−2.

For NMC-111 layer thicknesses from 50 µm up to 925 µm,
the resulting gravimetric (Wh kg−1) and volumetric energy
density (Wh l−1) for a 52 Ah cell can be estimated as a
function of cathode film thickness (µm) or respectively the
surface capacity (mA h cm−2) assuming an uniform poros-
ity and binder distribution. Based on data of a commercial
52 AhNMC-111 cell, it is then possible to extrapolate the min-
imum possible cell weight and maximum possible gravimetric
and volumetric energy density (figure 4). A volumetric energy
density of 606 Wh l−1 is reached when the number of double-
side coated cathodes in the cell stack decreases from 37 (state-
of-the-art approach) to 1, i.e. the multilayer cell stack design
merges to a single bi-cell design consisting of one double-side
coated cathode in the middle and two outer single-side coated
anodes each separated from the center cathode by separator
sheets.

With a cathode film thickness of 125 µm, 250 µm, and
500 µm the specific energy density at cell level can be
increased by 18%, 27%, and 32%, respectively. Electrode
thicknesses greater than 100 µm can achieve significantly
higher specific energy densities at cell level. For NMC-111
and an operating voltage of 3.7 V, the specific capacity of
160 mA h g−1 (table 2) corresponds to an energy density of
592 Wh kg−1 at the material level. The energy density at the
cell level decreases to 190 Wh kg−1 due to inactive materi-
als such as binder, current, collector, separator, additives, and
electrolytes. Increasing the mass loading of NMC-111 elec-
trodes from state-of-the-art 1.39 mA h cm−2 to 10 mA h cm−2

can lead to a 30% increase in energy density (∼190 Wh kg−1

up to 250 Wh kg−1) at the cell level. This corresponds to a
volumetric energy density of 582Wh l−1, indicated in figure 4.
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While the energy per area increases with the cathode layer
thickness, the power density, or ‘high current capability,’ of
compact layers decreases—due to limited lithium-ion diffu-
sion kinetics, analogously to equation (3)—and the layer thick-
ness in composite electrodes increases. Another contribution
to elevate overpotential (equation (1)) and influence the high
rate capability is the length of the path the lithium-ions travel
in liquid electrolyte through the composite porous electrode,
which is defined by the film thickness, porosity and tortuosity,
see equation (2).

Additionally, the mechanical integrity of the films
decreases with increasing layer thickness, and binders can
migrate to the electrode surface due to altered drying condi-
tions [36, 37]. The mechanical degradation of the cells results
from inherent changes in the volume of electrodes in the bat-
tery process. Graphite anodes undergo a volume change of up
to 10% during battery operation, which becomes more seri-
ous with increasing layer thickness in terms of mechanically
induced cell degradation.

A variety of cathode and anode materials have been
developed to improve high-rate performance. Reducing the
diameter of active material particles to increase the electro-
chemical surface area and forming three-dimensional struc-
tures of anodes and cathodes have also been attempted.

Laser structuring of electrodes can counteract the drawback
of implementing ultra-thick-film electrodes in LIBs, namely
mechanical stability and high-rate capability. An increased
active surface area (i.e. an adapted artificial electrode pore
morphology) is suitable to enhance lithium-ion transport in
electrolytes, which has a positive effect on capacity retention
in a certain range of discharge currents.

2. Laser structuring of electrode materials

A single electrode of a high energy battery consists of a thin
metallic current collector attached to a porous composite layer.
At first, it seems quite reasonable to apply laser surface textur-
ing to the metallic surface in order to increase the adhesion
properties of the composite layer. The active material needs
good mechanical and electrical contact to the metallic sub-
strate current collector. For a pouch cell, the value of the ohmic
resistance should be in the milliohm range. A larger resistiv-
ity would have adversely impact overpotential (equation (1))
and the overall cell performance; it would also produce sig-
nificant ohmic heating at elevated C-rates (high power oper-
ation), which could force the battery to enter a thermal run-
away scenario. It is obvious that laser texturing of current col-
lectors on micro- and nanometer scale can improve compos-
ite layer adhesion and electrochemical performance [7]. Laser
texturing of current collectors might be useful for develop-
ing new electrode concepts, like the development of 3D hier-
archical current collectors for binder-free electrodes, a concept
described by Yue et al [38]. Hereby, the 3D hierarchical cur-
rent collector increases the surface area for the deposition
of active materials in order to increase the electrodes’ areal
capacity. Yamada et al recently discussed the important role
of current collector foils and its surface properties for future

battery developments [39]. Besides improved film adhesion
by mechanical anchoring and reduced ohmic resistance, addi-
tional measures that can improve the design of current col-
lectors are the precise adjustment of surface energy and wet-
tability to support the coating process and the chemical pas-
sivation of aluminum current collector for enabling the use
of environment-friendly, water-based slurries based on high-
energy nickel-enriched NMC active material, such as NMC-
622 and NMC-811 (table 2).

Texturing of current collectors can lead to some improve-
ment, especially regarding film adhesion, and will become
important for high-energy anode materials that show large
volume changes during lithiation (charging) and delithiation
(discharging). However, regarding the impact on lithium-ion
diffusion kinetics, laser texturing applied to porous composite
active layers is expected to become more relevant. Therefore,
the following sections discuss recent promising research stud-
ies related to surface modification, selective material removal,
and structuring of cathode and anode material for future bat-
tery manufacturing.

2.1. Laser ablation for electrode surface layers

In general, reaching the battery lifetime means that only 80%
of the initial capacity is left due to nonreversible cell degrad-
ation. Electrical vehicles reach their battery lifetimes after
400–3000 cycles. A second life operation (e.g. as a stand-
alone energy storage system) might be possible as a func-
tion of depth of discharge in the range of 40% to 80% [40].
Finally, recycling batteries is required to guarantee an eco-
and environmental-friendly closed loop in modern economy
[41]. During recycling, aluminum, copper, and other active
materials are manually extracted from discharged and disas-
sembled LIBs. Normally, active material is chemically treated
in order to recover cobalt and lithium. Another approach is to
directly re-use the active material or apply laser cleaning to
the disassembled electrodes, which was proposed by Ramoni
et al [42]. The purpose of laser cleaning is to remove the
so-called SEI. The SEI is a thin layer of about 7–35 nm in
thickness, which is formed by the reaction between electro-
lytes and active material—which occurs during battery cyc-
ling on the surface of both electrodes, primarily on the anode
but also on the cathode—and leads to an increased internal
resistance RSEI and a loss in active material. Furthermore, the
SEI layer on top of the electrodes decreases the surface poros-
ity, which in turn decreases the exchange of liquid electro-
lyte and increases diffusion polarization RDiff, especially at
high C-rates. The necessary selectivity during laser cleaning
means to precisely adjust the laser fluence regarding the abla-
tion threshold εth of the SEI. The ablation rate ṘSEI per laser
pulse can be described by a penetration depth (e.g. the thermal
diffusion length δw =

√
4κτPuls) and a logarithmic term that

includes the applied laser fluence ε and the material specific
εth [43]:

ṘSEI ≈
√

4κτPuls ln

(
ε

εth

)
. (4)
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Figure 5. Binder distribution in ultra-thick composite NMC-111
electrode (binder: CMC; film thickness: 300 µm). Binder
distribution was measured by LIBS.

Using a laser with a pulse length of 10 ms, as described in
[42], will realize a thermal penetration length in the µm range.
It will be quite challenging to selectively remove the SEI from
the electrode surface. However, a significant increase in sur-
face porosity on cycled LiFePO4 (LFP) could be achieved for
laser fluences in the range of 0.3–0.5 J cm−2.

A laser-assisted surface treatment can also lead to a select-
ive ablation of binder material as recently shown by M. Bol-
singer et al [44]. One possible method for achieving high
volumetric energy densities at cell level significantly above
the state-of-the-art value of 441 Wh l−1 (figure 4) is to form
a highly compressed electrode layer. Typical cathodes and
anodes have electrode porosities in the range of 35%–40%. A
calendering process is subsequently applied to the coating and
drying process. Highly compressed electrodes have average
porosities (P) significantly below 35%. Values of 20% could
be achieved for NMC-111 [44]. the averaged porosity (P) of
compressed electrode layers can be estimated by [45]

P [% ] = 100%

1−
L
[ g
cm2

](∑
i
Ci[wt% ]
ρi[gcm−3]

)
D [µm] · 10−4

 , (5)

with mass loading L, the material densities ρi of the different
electrode constituents i, the portion Ci of each constituent i,
and the electrode film thickness D.

Besides a distortion of secondary particles of active materi-
als, sealing the electrode surfaces with a binder material could
be observed for highly compressed electrodes. A similar effect
was achieved for ultra-thick-film electrodes where a binder
migration to the surface was observed as function of the dry-
ing conditions [36, 37]. Rapid drying enriches the binder at the
electrode surface and leads to its sealing. A typically inhomo-
genous binder distribution for those electrodes is shown in fig-
ure 5. Hereby, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS)
[46] is applied on NMC-111 cathodes made of a water-based
slurry. The Na(I) emission line is referred to the respective
carboxymethyl cellulose sodium (CMC) binder concentration.
These results fit well with EDX investigations for ultra-thick-
film graphite anodes (film thickness 400 µm), which were
based on classic N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone-based slurries using
PVDF as the binder material [37]. The binder sealing of the
electrodes has a negative impact on the electrode wetting with
liquid electrolyte.

Selective laser removal of binder (PVDF) and additives
(carbon black) was established for ns-laser radiation apply-
ing an average laser power <1 W. A low laser line energy
is required and a short pulse length helps prevent melting
of the active material. For low porosities of 20%–25% and
high C-rates >2 C, an enhanced capacity retention could be
measured for cells with laser processed NMC-111 electrodes
compared to cells with untreated NMC-111 electrodes. Cells
with laser processed electrodes with an areal capacity of 2.44–
3.658mAh cm−2 can have specific capacities 24% higher than
those of unprocessed cells. However, the benefit of laser pro-
cessing diminishes or completely vanishes for low C-rates and
higher areal capacities (i.e. with increasing film thickness).
The effect of an enhanced electrolyte wetting by opening of
surface pores becomes less relevant with increasing film thick-
ness due to overall restricted electrolyte wetting.

2.2. Cathode structuring

The development of cathodes with 3D architecture is particu-
larly important as the cathode mainly determines the perform-
ance of the battery [47].

3D structured cathodes provide superior areal capacities
(Ah cm−2) compared to conventional 2D electrodes. How-
ever, conventional 3D cathodes (micro-batteries with compact
electrodes) have average loading values of 1–3 mg cm−2, and
areal capacities of about 0.1–0.5 mA h cm−2. Batteries based
on compact electrodes barely provide enough energy for high-
power applications. Current state-of-the-art 3D technologies
are incapable of synthesizing large-scale electrode architec-
tures. Cutting edge technologies, namely printing and laser
processing, present two possible technical approaches for real-
izing the 3D cathode concept with high mass loading into
high-power and high-energy applications (figure 6). Printing
is a bottom-up approach that enables the formation of flex-
ible electrode designs. Conversely, laser patterning is a top-
down technique that removes material from the electrode sur-
face through laser ablation. Periodic surface structures, such as
holes, lines, crosses, and free-standing structures, can be pro-
duced with high aspect ratios, even at incredibly small feature
sizes of approximately 400 nm for thin compact cathodes [48].

Structuring cathodes benefits the discharge process for sup-
porting the lithiation process of the cathode material. The lit-
erature presents two main strategies to increase the active sur-
face of composite electrodes by laser ablation. One strategy
involves drilling the entire double-side coated electrodes; the
other approach ablates grids or line patterns with structure
depths down to the current collector.

2.2.1. Drilling of cathodes. Recently, it was found that the
formation of micrometer-sized holes on the cathodes (i.e.
through-holed and non-through-holed cathodes) significantly
improves the high-rate charging/discharging performance due
to the increased number of paths available for lithium-ion
transfer to and from the active materials (LFP and graphite
layers). Matsumoto et al [9] developed 3D cathodes by drilling
the cathode layer and current collectors with a picosecond (ps)
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Figure 6. Two distinct ways of engineering to realize electrodes
with 3D architecture providing a large areal capacity: (a) top-down
fabrication via laser patterning and (b) bottom-up fabrication via
deposition or printing. Reprinted with permission from [47].
Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.

pulsed laser. The idea was that through-holes accelerate the
lithium-ion transfer in the entire cathodes. The through-holed
LFP/activated carbon (AC) cathode, in which the LFP and AC
layers were coated on each side of an aluminum current col-
lector, and micrometer-sized holes was formed with a ps-laser
and the discharging process occurred preferentially on the AC
layer. Energy was then transferred from the charged LFP layer
to the discharged AC layer with the transfer of lithium-ions
through the holes formed in the LFP/AC cathode [9].

Tsuda et al used a ps-laser to drill electrodes [49, 50] for
so-called unbalanced double-side coated LFP cathodes. The
respective layer thicknesses were 29 µm and 7 µm, which cor-
responds to a mass loading of 3.9 mg cm−2 and 0.9 mg cm−2,
respectively. Typical hole diameters were 36–40 µm while
the applied pitch distance was 167 µm. The purpose of
using unbalanced double-side coated cathodes is related to
the fact that thin-film electrodes can sustain a higher capa-
city for high C-rates. Figure 7 shows the experimental data
and a schematic illustration of the discharging process using
through-holed, non-through-holed, and non-holed unbalanced
LFP electrodes. Unbalanced and balanced LFP/LFP cathodes
exhibited the same discharge capacities at low C-rates (e.g.
0.1 C) while at high C-rates (e.g. 5–20 C) the discharge capa-
city of the balanced cathode was significantly lower than the
unbalanced one. The improvement in the discharging perform-
ance of the drilled cathodes at high C-rates may result from a
facilitated transfer of lithium-ions during discharging through
the holes of the LFP electrode. In order to maintain a dis-
charge capacity—at high C-rates and in thick LFP layers—
high enough to improve LIB performance, the optimization of
the diameter of the holes formed and the number of holes per
cm2 are major issues for ongoing research.

Figure 7 shows the discharge capacity as a function of
the C-rate for full cells composed of through-holed LFP/LFP
cathode and two graphite anodes (figure 7(a)), non-through-
holed LFP/LFP cathode and two graphite anodes (figure 7(b)),
and unstructured LFP/LFP cathode and two graphite anodes

Figure 7. Schematic views of full cells in bi-cell design with
different types of laser drilled ((a) and (b)) and unstructured (c)
unbalanced LFP cathodes and respective discharge capacities as
function of C-rate. Reprinted with permission from [50]. Copyright
2019 The Electrochemical Society of Japan.

(figure 7(c)). In each case, the loading of the two anodes were
1.7 and 0.39 mg cm−2, respectively [50].

To improve the high rate performance of lithium iron phos-
phate LFP cathodes, the LFP and AC layers were coated on
either side of an aluminum current collector (LFP/AC cath-
ode). The coated current collector was subsequently drilled
through with holes with an average diameter of 18–23 µm and
an opening rate of 0.44%–0.64% by ps-laser ablation in the
LFP/AC cathode [48]. Cells manufactured with a perforated
LFP/AC cathode and two lithium metal anodes showed a sig-
nificantly improved high-rate capability at 50 C and 100 C,
which corresponds to a discharge time of 72 s and 36 s, respect-
ively. The perforated LFP/AC cathode had a far better high-
rate performance than both the perforated and unperforated
LFP/LFP cathodes. Based on the results, it was found that
in a high-rate discharge process, the AC layer is discharged
at a higher rate than the LFP layer due to its higher power.
Hereby, electrons are transferred—because of the difference
in the electrode potential between the AC and the LFP layer—
from the charged LFP layer to the discharged AC layer. Simul-
taneously, the lithium-ions transfer from the AC layer through
to the LFP layer via the generated through holes. The form-
ation of through holes in the LFP/AC cathodes leads to an
improvement in the charge/discharge capacity and the high-
rate capability. However, at high C rates, the LIBs which were
described above are not discharged completely at the same
time, but the capacity is used up by several discharging steps.
Therefore, in order to evaluate the rate performance for the
discharging process, discharging was performed by repeating
11 high-rate discharge cycles and one low-rate discharging
with a 5 min interruption between each discharging process.
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Figure 8. Unstructured (a) and (c) and structured (b) and (d)
composite LiCoO2 (LCO) electrode in SEM top view (a) and (b)
and microscope cross-sectional view (c) and (d). (e): Normalized
discharge capacity as function of cycle number for different C-rates
for cells with structured (b) and (d) and unstructured (a) and (c)
LCO electrodes [51].

2.2.2. Cathodes with line or grid pattern. Laser structur-
ing of cathodes for introducing the 3D battery concept to
high-energy applications, namely thick-film composite elec-
trodes, can be easily realized by line or grid structuring
(figures 8(a)–(d)), as shown in numerous publications for dif-
ferent types of cathode materials for more than a decade
[7, 45, 51].

The advantages of line structure can address upscaling,
which will be discussed in chapter 3. However, all the studies
that use line or grid patterns for thin-film or composite thick-
film cathodes observed a significant improvement in capacity
retention, especially at high C-rates, similar to those shown
in figure 8(e). Besides the previously mentioned improve-
ment in electrode wetting with liquid electrolyte, improve-
ments in lithium-ion diffusion kinetics were also observed.
These improvements are attributed to the increased active sur-
face area (see chapter 2.5 about diffusion kinetics). However,
it should be pointed out that structuring of the cathode material
is always related to a decrease in areal capacity due to the fact
that active mass, carrying the lithium charge, is removed from
the electrode. Cathode structuring should be focused on the
systems that use ultra-thick-film electrodes (i.e. systems with
high areal capacity (>4 mA h cm−2)) or for cells with highly

compacted electrodes with low porosity. In general, a small
loss in active mass in the order of 5 wt% should be targeted.

2.3. Anode structuring

Structuring of anodes becomes increasingly important for cells
to be charged at high C-rates. Especially for electrical vehicles
short charging times are required for broad public acceptance.
For example, a charging time of 10 min means that the lithi-
ation of anode material is performed at a C-rate of 6 C. Apply-
ing high C-rates to state-of-the-art LIBs with graphite anodes
will have two major impacts:

(a) fast reaching of the upper cut-off voltage leading to reduc-
tions in charging time and the achieved capacity

(b) an enforced tendency to initiate lithium plating on the
anode side

It is characteristic that the oval-shaped graphite particles in
state-of-the-art flake-like graphite material will orient them-
selves along the graphene diffusion planes parallel to the
electrode surface during coating. Additionally the length of
the lithium-ion migration path in liquid electrolyte between
the flake-like graphite particles is larger than spherical elec-
trode materials, such as the more expensive meso carbon
microbeats. Both aspects enhance the diffusion overpotential
at high C-rates: the cut-off voltage will be reached sooner and
a significant drop in the capacity will occur.

However, besides pure graphite anodes, so-called high-
energy silicon or silicon/graphite anodes will become more
relevant for future battery systems. Graphite anodes can
provide specific capacities of 372 mA h g−1, assuming that
during lithiation one lithium-ion is assigned to six graphite
atoms within the hexagonal graphite structure (C6Li). This
lithium intercalation process leads to a macroscopic anode
volume expansion of about 9%–10%. Recent in-operando
x-ray diffraction measurements showed up to 13.2% increases
in unit cell volume during lithiation [52].

In terms of further energy density improvements by anode
material measurements, there is a general agreement, that the
most promising strategy is a stepwise addition of Si to the
graphite-based anodematerial, in the form of Si or SiOx (nano-
)particles. However, the addition of Si is related to various
challenges of Si materials that limit the LIB cell’s cycle life,
including large volume changes, contact loss, mechanical elec-
trode degradation, instability of the SEI, and loss of active
Li during lithiation/delithiation. Currently, Si is used in only
a few commercial cells (e.g. Panasonic) in the form of SiOx
while small amounts of up to 8 wt% are applied [53]. In com-
parison to graphite anodes, pure Si anodes at room temper-
ature can deliver almost one order of magnitude higher spe-
cific capacities of about 3590 mA h g−1, which corresponds
to Li15Si4 at fully lithiated state [29]. Instead of an intercal-
ation process, an alloying process takes place during lithi-
ation of silicon with volume changes of about 370%. The high
volume change during electrochemical cycling may pulverize
the silicon particles. Therefore, silicon nano-sized particles are
used in order to avoid particle cracking. A simple approach
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Figure 9. SEM image (top view) of a laser-structured graphite
anode [56].

for the critical crack length (ac) of Si with fracture toughness
(K1C) and elastic limit (σ) is given by equation (6), resulting
from [54].

ac =
2
π

K2
1c

σ2

=
2
π

(
0,751MPa/

√
m
)2

(1,1GPa)2
= 297nm . (6)

According to this simple estimate, particle sizes above
300 nm must be avoided in order to prevent crack formation
and constant SEI formation and thus the decomposition of the
electrolyte and the active material. To stabilize the SEI layer,
fluoroethylene carbonate and vinylene carbonate are added to
the liquid electrolyte [55]. The Si particles lose their elec-
trical contact with the surrounding particles due to volume
contraction; the electrode layer can detach from the current
conductor. Significant improvements to lifetime and cycle sta-
bility present a major a major challenge for the commer-
cialization of silicon-based anode materials. Introducing free-
standing structures with high adhesion to the current collector
should counteract mechanical degradation. The focus is on the
development of suitable structuring processes and their trans-
mission and scaling for battery production. Meanwhile, silic-
on/graphite composite anodes are the most promising types
of anodes in terms of transferability to commercial systems,
especially those with low Si contents around 5–10 wt% [53].

The following subchapters present different femtosecond
(fs) laser generated patterns in anode material and their
impact on capacity retention, lithium plating, and mechanical
degradation.

2.3.1. Holes pattern. Habedank et al [8] proposed drilling
hexagonal arranged holes in graphite anodes, as shown in
figure 9.

The lateral distance of the holes was set to 100 µm.
The reported mass-loss was 5%–10% [56] and the ablation

Figure 10. Normalized discharge capacities of Li-ion coin cells
with LS and unstructured anodes. Reprinted with permission from
[8]. Copyright 2018 Laser Institute of America.

depth was in the order of the electrode-film thickness. Sub-
nanosecond (ns), ps-, and fs-laser ablation was investigated
[8, 56, 57]. The conical-shaped holes had a diameter of 25–
35 µm. ps-Laser drilling was performed with an average laser
power of 10 W, a laser pulse repetition rate of 1.2 MHz, a
pulse energy of 8.33 µJ, and an irradiation time of 0.6 ms per
hole [56]. An average hole density of 104 cm−3 and an average
electrode footprint area of 504 cm2 for a 52 Ah cell [35] res-
ulted in 5.04 × 106 holes per electrode and a processing time
of 50 min per electrode. However, process upscaling is a main
issue when transferring this approach to industrial manufac-
turing of cells for high-energy applications.

Figure 10 shows the capacity improvement for NMC/C
full coin cells (capacity of 3.9 mA h) with LS anodes as a
function of the C-rate. Capacity retention improvements were
achieved for C-rates larger than 1 C. The strongest impact
was obtained for high-power operations and C-rates of about
3 C where cells with LS anodes provided a 20% higher capa-
city compared to cells with unstructured anodes. The observed
effect was attributed to reduced diffusion overpotential due
to improved lithium-ion transport in liquid electrolyte-soaked
anodes. The laser-generated openings in the flake-like graphite
particle packages significantly shortened the lithium-ion path-
ways in the composite electrode.

Fast-charging and charging at low temperatures are the
main reasons for lithium-plating on graphite anodes. The dif-
fusion of lithium in graphite is a temperature-dependent pro-
cess and declines with decreasing temperature. Electrolyte
viscosity also decreases with decreasing temperature. Both
effects limit the possible lithiation rate in graphite particles,
and metal lithium deposition takes place on the particle sur-
faces, especially on the anode surface.
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Figure 11. EIS in a measurement frequency range of 100 kHz to
1 Hz, recorded at an open circuit voltage of 3.7 V and temperatures
of (a) −15 ◦C, (b) 0 ◦C, and (c) 25 ◦C for laser-structured (S1, S2)
and reference cells (R1, R2). Due to the high impedance at low
temperatures of about −15 ◦C, the second semi-circle is only
visible partly in the applied frequency regime [57].

Habedank et al [57] showed that charging cells with ps-
LS anodes become increasingly beneficial with decreasing
temperatures compared to cells with unstructured anodes.
Overpotentials attributed to charge transfer and diffusion (i.e.
lithium-ion transport in liquid electrolyte) can be reduced.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) revealed that
the charge transfer (Rct), which is attributed to the second
semi-cycle (indicated by arrow in figure 11(b)), can be sig-
nificantly reduced in LS electrodes for all temperatures, see
figure 11.

Lithium-plating during fast charging at low temperatures
is suppressed in cells with structured anodes, which is attrib-
uted to improved kinetics and reduced charge transfer resist-
ance. Critical operating conditions, i.e. charging with C-rates
≥1 C at an ambient temperature ⩽0 ◦C become manageable.
Lithium-plating and subsequent dendrite formation and cell
failure and even thermal run-away can be suppressed using
cells with LS graphite anodes.

2.3.2. Anodes with line or grid pattern. State-of-the-art
graphite anodes show a volume expansion of ∼10%, which
is about three times higher than state-of-the-art NMC cathode
materials. Line patterns and grid patterns offer an appropri-
ate strategy to counteract those volume expansions and a sub-
sequent deficiency of liquid electrolyte, which is pressed out
of the composite anode. Grid and line structures act as capil-
lary structures and electrolyte reservoirs, enabling a rewetting
of the porous anode material with liquid electrolyte. Introdu-
cing high-energy materials such as silicon or silicon/graph-
ite as a composite anode exacerbates the issue of volume
expansion because lithiated silicon has a volume expansion of
300%–400%.

Zheng et al [58] compared grid and line structures for silic-
on/graphite (Si/C) electrodes (figure 12). They concluded that
the grid structures were superior to the line structures in terms
of isotropic volume expansion and contraction during battery
operation. Shi et al [59] used in situ SEM analysis to study
the lithiation of laser line structured Si/C anodes in compar-
ison to unstructured ones and proposed an active mass removal
of almost 50% for providing enough space to compensate the
huge volume expansion.

The performance of cells with LS graphite or Si/C anodes,
both with grid structure and a structure periodicity (‘pitch’)

Figure 12. SEM of fs-laser generated (a) grid and (b) line structures
in silicon/graphite electrodes (Si 20 wt%, graphite 60 wt%, active
mass loading 3.1 mg cm−2, film thickness 55 µm, line pitch
100 µm, laser fluence 0.44 J cm−2, laser scanning speed
500 mm s−1). Reprinted with permission from [58]. Copyright 2019
Elsevier.

of 100 µm, were compared to cells with unstructured elec-
trodes. As shown in figure 13, the structured state-of-the-art
graphite electrodes achieved impressive performance results
with constant capacity values for low (C/5) and high-power
operation (3C) [58]. The initial capacity of Si/C electrodes
exceeded 700 mA h g−1, which is twice the value for stand-
ard graphite anodes (figure 13). The capacity retention for all
investigated C-rates remained relatively stable in the cells with
LS Si/C electrodes. Cells with unstructured electrodes, graph-
ite or Si/C, showed significant capacity fading for C-rate val-
ues ⩾2C or C/2, respectively. EIS analysis revealed that laser
structuring significantly reduced the cell impedance, specific-
ally the charge transfer resistance [58]. This was attributed to
a reduced mean tortuosity that facilitated lithium-ion transport
and an increased mean porosity which provided a higher sur-
face area for charge transfer. Furthermore, laser structuring of
Si/C electrodes prevented wrinkling, which typically occurs
due to substantial volume changes in the thin copper current
collector foil.

Column structures of physical vapor deposition (PVD) syn-
thesized silicon films provide an intrinsic porosity that can
compensate for large volume changes during electrochem-
ical cycling. These films have a thickness of only a few hun-
dred nanometers. Piwko et al [60] used successfully ultra-
fast laser structuring to generate hierarchical micro-/nano-
structures with thicknesses ranging from several micrometers
up to 4 µm. The fabricated structures achieved the theoretical
capacity of 3579 mA h g−1 and practical anode areal capa-
cities of up to 7.5 mA h cm−2. Their results suggest that the
additional porosity, generated by the laser during lithiation, is
filled with active material. It has been demonstrated that the
use of laser-structured silicon anodes improves the capacity
conservation compared to unstructured ones. They also sup-
pressed current collector wrinkles. However, this approach led
to a loss of active material in the range of 40–50 wt%, which
led to a corresponding decrease in the areal capacity.

2.4. Thick film electrodes

Thick-film electrodes are extensively investigated as a
powerful approach for increasing areal capacity and reducing
the amount of inactive material. However, several drawbacks
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Figure 13. Specific discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency for
cells with LS and unstructured (reference) graphite and Si/C
electrodes (parameters for laser structuring: grid structure, pitch
100 µm, laser wavelength 515 nm, repetition rate 200 kHz, laser
scan speed 500 mm s−1, pulse length 380 fs, laser fluence
0.44 J cm−2). Reprinted with permission from [58]. Copyright 2019
Elsevier.

exist, such as changes in binder distribution (figure 5) and
significant decreases in high-rate capability. Thick-film elec-
trodes suffer from poor lithium-ion diffusion within the elec-
trode bulk material and increased electronic resistance. The
activematerial close to the current collector surface is used less
during electrochemical cycling because it shows the longest
lithium-ion diffusion path-length from the active material to
the free electrolyte at the electrode surface. In the worst case
scenario, the bottom layer might be unchanged during elec-
trochemical cycling at high C-rates. In contrast to the particles
attached to the current collector, the active material particles
at the electrode/electrolyte surface suffer from the highest
electronic resistance.

Thick electrodes result in deterioration of rate capabil-
ity, severe capacity loss at high current rates, and low capa-
city retention during long-term cycling despite the increase
in areal energy density. As a result, the electrode thickness
of most industrially-manufactured LIBs does not exceed a
range of 50–100 µm. Optimization of electrode porosity is
also closely related to the LIB performance. A well-designed
electrode should ensure a balance between electrode density,
or compaction, and rate capability performance. The severe
decline in rate capability observed in low-porosity electrodes
at increased current rates results from a spatially heterogen-
eous electrochemical reaction along the electrode thickness
down to the current collector. Typically, the porosity of indus-
trial LIBs is in the range of 30%–50%, depending on the type
and thickness of the electrodes.

Park et al [60] investigated NMC-622 with a film thick-
ness of 100 µm and a mass loading of 28 mg cm−2 compared
to standard electrodes with film thickness of 70 µm and mass
loading of 20 mg cm−2. Using LIBs to study the change of
state of charge (SoC) as a function of the electrode depth and

Figure 14. Cross sectional view of LS NMC-622 cathodes with
different film thickness (laser parameters: wavelength 1030 nm,
repetition rate 200 kHz, scan speed 500 mm s−1, average power
3 W, pulse length 380 fs, pitch distance: 200 µm) [45].

cycle number, they identified a change in the lithium concen-
tration along the film thickness, indicating that the bottom lay-
ers of the electrode are less involved in the electrochemical
process as the number of cycles increases. These lithium-ion
concentration gradients are starting points for material degrad-
ation and current hot-spot formation in the upper regions of the
cathode layers. This study shows that a slight increase in mass
loading can have severe impacts on overall cell performance
and cell safety.

Park et al [10] reported that expanding the lithium-ion
diffusion path through laser structuring can compensate for
the drawbacks caused by increased electrode thickness or
decreased porosity, such as power density drop and low capa-
city usage range. At lowC-rates of C/10, the unstructured elec-
trodes show a slightly higher areal energy density (Wh cm−2),
which is due to the loss of active materials caused by laser
ablation. However, the advantage of high-mass loading can
be maintained for C-rates equal or above C/2 only for cells
with structured electrodes. In other words, cells with LS elec-
trodes can achieve high-energy and high-power operation at
the same time while the conventional type of battery produc-
tion can only fulfill one task.

Zhu et al [45] applied the 3D battery concept to NMC-622
electrodes with a thickness of 250 µm and a mass load of
52–54 mg cm−2 (figure 14). Using high aspect ratio fs-laser
ablation, Zhu et al reduced the active mass loss to 3% and
8% for line structures with a pitch distance of 600 µm and
200 µm, respectively. Other studies with NMC-111 show that
the fs-laser generated mass loss could be reduced to 6% for a
line pitch of 200 µm and an aspect ratio of ∼13 [7], refer to
figure 20.

Galvanostatic measurements suggest that half-cells with
structured NMC-622 electrodes performed better at discharge
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Figure 15. Chemical diffusion coefficient of lithium-ions for LS
(grid structures, see figure 8) and unstructured composite LiCoO2

electrodes as function of SoC [51].

rates of C/2 to 3C. For example, the capacity of cells with
NMC-622 and a film thickness of 250 µm exceed the capa-
city of a corresponding cell with unstructured electrodes for
C-rates above C/5. For electrodes with a film thickness of
151 µm and 250 µm, laser-structured cathodes with a line
pitch distance of 200 µm offer a 40 mA h g−1 higher dis-
charge capacity at C/2 and 1C, respectively [45]. With increas-
ing layer thickness, the suitable C-rate for cells with struc-
tured electrodes shifts to lower values, i.e. the laser structuring
concept becomesmore powerful with increasing electrode film
thickness.

2.5. Diffusion, pathways, and modeling

One main impact of LS 3D electrode architectures is the over-
all improvement in lithium-ion transport properties within the
composite active material. Chemical diffusion coefficients can
be used to compare the lithium-ion transport properties of
cells with LS and unstructured electrodes. These coefficients
can be determined by electrochemical methods, such as cyc-
lic voltammetry (CV) or the galvanostatic intermittent titration
technique (GITT). While CV measures the average value of
diffusion coefficient [61], GITT provides diffusion coefficient
values for each SoC (figure 15) [51].

A threefold reduction in ohmic resistance was detected by
measuring the IR drop (voltage drop across the cell imped-
ance is the product of current I passing through resistance R)
as function of SoC [51], which can be assigned to an increase
in the electrode surface that is in direct contact with the free
liquid electrolyte.

However, from LIBS it became evident that additional
lithium-ion diffusion pathways activate in LS electrodes at
high-power operation. The sidewalls of free-standing NMC-
111 electrode structures show an increased lithium concentra-
tion in comparison to the inner part of the so-called micro-
pillar model electrodes (figure 16(a)).

A donut-like lithium concentration profile was observed
from the top (figure 16(b)), and a tooth-root-like shape was

Figure 16. (a) SEM (top-view) of a laser-structured NMC-111 thick
film model electrode (free-standing micro-pillars, each with size:
600 µm × 600 µm × 100 µm) for subsequent LIBS measurement
(post mortem); (b) lithium mapping (top view) of a free-standing
micro-pillar, (c) lithium mapping (cross sectional view) micro-pillar
after electrochemical characterization (charging/discharging 2C/2C)
[46].

observed in the cross section (figure 16(c)). It should be
noted that the increase in lithium along the new pathways is
not as dramatic as it would be during lithium-plating. The
variation in lithium concentration is quite small and occurs
within x = 0.95 ± 0.05 for Lix(NiMnCo)O2; an undesired
lithium-plating would lead to significantly greater variation
(i.e. around x =1.4), as shown in [46]. The lithium concentra-
tion in structured electrodes reaches values close to the stoi-
chiometric composition of NMC-111, which corresponds to
the safety aspects required for battery operations (figure 16).

For graphite anodes, the improvement in power perform-
ance is even more evident than for cathode materials, which
was shown by the high stability in capacity retention for C-
rates up to 3 C, as shown in figure 13. This boost in per-
formance can be drawn from the preferential orientation of
the graphite flakes, which is parallel to the current collector
and perpendicular to the diffusion direction through the elec-
trode. This generates a spatial tortuosity anisotropy and creates
particularly long diffusion pathways through the electrode.
Due to laser structuring, the preferred diffusion planes come
in contact with the free electrolyte, which makes high-power
operation possible along the sidewalls of the free-standing
micro-pillars, as shown in figure 17. fs-laser ablation has no
negative impact on the current collector’s topography or the
electrochemical performance, namely the diffusion planes of
the active material. The laser ablation enables new diffusion
possibilities along the sidewall of the free-standing structures
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Figure 17. Quantitative LIBS measurements for illustration of
lithium diffusion pathways in fs-LS graphite anodes: (a) cross
sectional microscopic view of free-standing graphite micro-pillar
(size: 600 µm × 600 µm × 100 µm); (b) lithium concentration
profile in cross sectional view with lithium penetration depths; (c)
lithium concentration mapping (600 µm × 600 µm) parallel to the
surface in a depth of 38 µm measured from the top of the pillar [62].
The electrode was lithiated at 0.01 V by applying a C-rate of 1 C.

indicating that no damage of the active material occurs. Con-
cluding from figure 17, the lithium diffusion length from the
sidewall in direction to the center of micro-pillar center is
46–96 µm. This result led to a design rule for anodes that
enable optimum lithium-ion diffusion kinetics for high-power
operation. The design rule requires that diameter of the laser
generated free-standing structures should be no greater than
100–200 µm.

Based on the so-called Newman-like model [63], the elec-
trochemical cell is represented by three 1D domains for anode,
separator, and cathode, each characterized by its thickness. In
this model, the effective diffusion coefficient Deff, equation
(2), describes the lithium-ion transport in liquid electrolyte
within a porous electrode represented by spherical particles.
The laser patterning enhances the lithium-ion transport kinet-
ics in the liquid electrolyte. Therefore, the tortuosity (τ ) must
be adapted to the pore morphology and porosity. The laser-
generated pore morphology of the graphite anode enhances
lithium-ion transport and reduces the concentration gradients
in the electrolyte along the electrode thickness towards the
current collector substrate.

Based on mass and charge balance in the solid particles,
Butler–Volmer equation can be used to describe the charge
transfer kinetics while applying appropriate boundary con-
ditions for mass and charge transfer in the electrolyte and
respective interfaces to electrodes and separator. Kraft et al
[56] recently combined the Newman-like 1D model with 1D
radial symmetric active material particles to the p2D model
to describe the electrochemical performances of cells with
LS anodes. Kraft et al showed that the diffusion polarization
in the liquid phase is the dominant factor in the anode and
mainly influences the overall electrochemical cell perform-
ance (figure 18). The structuring process improves the trans-
port in the electrolyte and reduces overpotentials caused by
diffusion polarization. A maximum reduction of the anode
overpotential by structuring was achieved at 3C in accordance
with the experimental data. The maximum capacity retention
occurred at a discharge C-rate of 5 C, which corresponds to

Figure 18. Anode overpotentials as a function of C-rate. The laser
pattern used for LS anodes is shown in figure 9. Each pair of bars
represents data of cells with either unstructured anodes (left bar) or
structured anodes (right bar). The different contributions to the
overpotential are shown in the legend [56].

a peak in the general liquid diffusion polarization. The effect-
ive electrolyte diffusivity, equation (2), is strongly affected by
the tortuosity and porosity. High anode tortuosity lowers the
effective diffusivity and increases the lithium salt concentra-
tion gradients.

3. Laser process upscaling

The advantages of introducing laser structuring to battery
materials, such as electrodes, current collectors, and separ-
ator materials, are evident and clearly proven in several of
the research studies mentioned in previous chapters. Industrial
flanked projects have already been initiated to develop tech-
nical concepts to transfer laser structuring technologies to bat-
tery manufacturing [64, 65]. It is a benefit that the dynamic
progress in LIB development forces the battery industry to
guarantee high-flexibility to enable the transfer of new bat-
tery concepts in manufacturing. As a result, the battery man-
ufacturing sector must integrate interchangeable manufactur-
ing modules. One prominent example is laser cutting, which
will become more integrated in battery manufacturing. Laser
cutting modules, or processing of electrodes, are already
developed and commercially available technology for per-
forming slitting, notching, and final electrode cutting [66].
Laser cutting enables high design flexibility and provides
an almost maintenance-free technology compared to classic
blade cutting or punching technologies. Compared to punch-
ing, ns-laser cutting reaches its financial amortization within
2–5 years [67]. However, recent studies using fs-lasers instead
of ns-lasers show that improving existing commercial cutting
modules could lead to significant advantages, regardless of the
type of electrode material [7, 68]. For example, using an fs-
laser can entirely suppress droplet formation along the laser
cutting kerf in LFP electrodes. Recent progress in the develop-
ment of industrial reliable, ultrafast laser sources with powers
up to 300–500 W illustrates the potential for introducing
ultrafast laser processing in battery manufacturing [3, 69, 70].
Laser cutting and laser structuring of electrodes have sim-
ilar issues in battery material processing regarding processing
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Figure 19. Schematic view of a processing concept for high-speed
anode laser drilling using multiple laser scanning heads. Reprinted
with permission from [65]. Copyright 2020 Laser Institute of
America.

Figure 20. SEM images of laser-structured NMC-111 thick-film
electrodes. (a) top view and (b) cross-sectional view (hatched area:
12 µm × 155 µm) [7].

speed and preventing cross-contamination and particle rede-
positions along electrode surfaces [66]. While particle rede-
position can be controlled by introducing suitable exhaust
designs; the processing speed is a crucial factor. Laser cut-
ting of electrodes requires laser scanning speeds of 1–4 m s−1,
an average laser power of 200–400 W, and laser repetition
rates of up to 20–50 MHz [71, 72] to cut 1–2 large areal elec-
trodes suitable for pouch cell geometries per second. This type
of high-speed cutting is necessary due to the electrode coat-
ing speed (25–50 m min−1). The same boundary condition is
given for electrode laser structuring. In [65] a technical scan-
ner solution for precise multi-pass drilling of anode materi-
als with borehole spacing of 200 µm was presented assum-
ing an electrode coating speed of 20 m min−1. Laser scanning
speeds of 2312 m s−1, a laser power of 462 W, and six laser
drilling passes are listed as assumed parameters for the drilling
of anodes materials as shown in figure 9. Figure 19 gives an
impression of the laser energy distribution required for multi-
beam laser processing to match the high-coating speed.

The laser processes must be examined on surfaces as large
as 30 × 30 cm2 to transfer the new electrode concept to pro-
duction lines and integrate it in roll-to-roll (R2R) processes as
well as the damage-free and debris-free processing of active
and inactive materials. When upscaling, the process must be
optimized in a way that protects the materials from the adverse
effects of thermal processes. An important step was the early
research in the area of laser processing of thick-film electrodes

using fs-laser radiation in order to avoid thermal impacts by ns
lasers [24, 61, 64, 73–79].

Laser-induced material modification by thermal impact
could provide starting points for enhanced cell degradation.
Therefore, it is essential to suppress or avoid laser-induced
active material modification. Previous studies [7, 16] show
that for graphite anodes and NMC cathodes the laser-induced
material modification bymelting or decomposition can be neg-
lected. The laser ablation process is initiated when the binder
material decomposes while the rise in temperature rise can be
kept below the decomposition and melting temperatures of the
respective active material. No drawbacks regarding electro-
chemical performances could be detected. Conversely, LFP
undergoes substantial changes [61]. Applying ns-laser abla-
tion to an LFP active material generated a melt phase, which
suggests that ps- or fs-laser processing is required. Finally, it
can be stated, ultrafast laser ablation is strongly recommended
for preventing thermal damage and realizing of high aspect
ratio structures.

The laser structuring process parameters for integration into
a battery production line are estimated below. First, it should
be noted that channels with a width of w = 12 µm can be
created in electrode materials using ultrafast laser radiation
(figure 20). These channels act as capillaries for homogen-
ized wetting with liquid electrolyte. The recommended chan-
nel depth for wetting is 70%–100% of the layer thickness [80].

For process upscaling a typical laser beam diameter in scan
direction of about dx = 30 µm could be used and for a con-
ventional electrode thickness in the range of 50–100 µm the
required laser pulse overlap is in the order of N = 10 for
material removal down to the current conductor. In addition,
the dimensions sketched in figure 21 with groove spacing p
(‘pitch’) and groove length lx should be applied to the forma-
tion of the line pattern.

For an electrode coating speed VB,y, the laser scanning
speed VL and the laser repetition rate νrep are calculated as
follows:

VL =
lx
p
VB,y (7)

νrep =
N
dx

lx
p
VB,y. (8)

The active mass loss η due to the laser structuring results in

η [% ] =
w
p
· 100% . (9)

For three different groove spacings, p=600 µm, 1 mm, and
2 mm, the laser repetition rate and the laser scanning speed
were calculated as function of the coating speed (figure 22).
A laser scanning speed of 100 m s−1 and a repetition rate of
33MHz result for a coating speed of 30 mmin−1 and a groove
pitch of p =1 mm. The loss of active mass is η = 1.2%. The
latest generation of ultrafast laser sources, namely those with
InnoSlab Design [81, 82], with average laser powers of 300–
500 W and laser repetition rates up to 50 MHz covers this
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Figure 21. Schematic view of laser generated line pattern placed on
a pouch cell electrode with line pitch p, line length lx and a
rectangular electrode footprint (lx × ly).

Figure 22. Laser scanning speed VL and laser repetition rate νrep as
a function of electrode coating speed VB,y calculated from equations
(7) and (8), respectively. The active mass loss η from equation (9)
was calculated for three different line groove spacings p (focus
diameter dx = 30 µm, pulse overlap N = 10, electrode size in scan
direction lx = 20 cm).

parameter range. The high scanning speeds can be achieved
using galvo or polygon scanner systems. Due to the high laser
powers, which are technically feasible even in the kW range,
it makes sense to carry out an optical splitting of the laser
energy for parallel or multispot processing, analogous to tech-
nical solutions from laser processing of solar cells [83].

Another aspect that speaks in favor ofmulti-spot processing
is that, following the logarithmic ablation law for Gaussian
laser radiation [43], the volume removed per time V̇

V̇= P · 1
2
· δ

ε0
· ln2

(
ε0
εth

)
(10)

divided by the mean laser power P reaches its maximum for

(
V̇
P

)
max

=
2 · δ
e2 · εth

(11)

with an optimized repetition rate νrep of

(νrep
P

)
opt

=
2

e2 ·π ·w2
0 · εth

(12)

and an optimized energy density of

ε0,opt = e2 · εth (13)

with ε0 as the pulse peak energy density, εth as the energy
density of the ablation threshold, δ as the energy penetration
depth (optical penetration depth or heat penetration depth) and
P as the mean laser power. The optimal energy densities for
an efficient removal process are relatively small but 7.4 times
greater than the removal threshold. In terms of efficiency, only
higher laser powers make sense if multi-spot laser processing
for ablation is applied. Finally, using multi-beam processing
enables laser scanning speeds that are significantly lower than
those derived from figure 22.

Thick-film electrodes will be integrated in the next gener-
ation battery concept. Therefore, with increasing film thick-
ness the required laser pulse overlap (N), for one pass laser
ablation down to the current collector, will increase and the
aforementioned technical concept must be adapted to the new
situation: a rectangular intensity beam is recommend for each
single beam. In the laser scan direction, the laser beam might
have an elongation of dy = 200 µm. Perpendicular to the
scan direction, the beam width (dx) is assumed to be equal
to the generated groove width (w≈ dx = 20µm). The laser
pulse overlap is N = 60, which reflects the conditions for
electrode-film thicknesses between 200 and 300 µm. Table 3
provides estimated laser parameter for the multi-beam pro-
cessing approach using five laser beams and different groove
pitches (p). These show that the laser structuring process can
be scaled to meet the requirements for battery manufacturing
process chains. The coating speed (VB,y) is the most chal-
lenging factor. However, given the recent developments of
original equipment manufacturer type fs-laser sources with
high power and high repetition rates, the next step of integ-
rating laser processing pilot lines and production lines—with
industrial robustness parameters—becomes feasible. This is
the logical consequence for the next generation battery, which
needs to be capable of handling high energy and high power
operations simultaneously.
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Table 3. Laser parameters for laser structuring of thick film NMC-111 electrodes (required pulse overlap for ablation N = 60) in a R2R
process (process adapted to coating speed of VB,y = 30 m min−1) including multi-beam processing (five beams) and beam shaping
(dx × dy = 20 × 200 µm2), electrode size in scan direction lx = 135 mm.

Parameter (five beams)
Pitch 200 µm (five
beams)

Pitch 600 µm (five
beams) Pitch 1 mm (five beams)

Scan speed VL = lx
5pVB,y 68ms−1 23ms−1 14ms−1

Repetition rate νrep =
N
dx

lx
5pVB,y 20MHz 7MHz 4MHz

Weight loss η [%] = w
p · 100 10% 3% 2%

4. Outlook

Cells containing LS thick-film electrodes for a high energy
density and high power operation exhibit excellent battery per-
formances. To achieve 3D anodes and cathodes in commer-
cially available batteries, the mass production of 3D anodes
and cathodes is fundamentally required. Laser processes for
cutting, annealing, and structuring battery materials show
great potential for battery mass production and have been fur-
ther developed tominimize fabrication costs and increase elec-
trochemical performance and operational lifetime of batteries.
It is especially important to develop highly scalable methods
by shortening laser processing times.

Future battery production concepts are driven by cost, per-
formance, and quality. Cell and electrode formats and through-
put per production line must also be considered in electrode
and subsequent cell production. Laser technology can contrib-
ute to the following technical goals: increase battery lifetime
(>10 000 cycles), reduce charging time (5–10 C), increase
energy densities (250–350 Wh kg−1) and power densities
(1250–3500 Wh kg−1), and reduce cell costs by at least 20%.
In this way, the research results achieved can significantly
contribute to improving battery performance and safety as
well as reducing manufacturing costs, and thus align with the
growing social and economic requirements for mobile and
stationary energy storage. The EASE (The European Asso-
ciation for Storage of Energy) and EERA (The European
Energy Research Alliance) released the ‘European Energy
Storage Technology Development Roadmap towards 2030’
(Editor: Deborah Martens [84]), which provided the follow-
ing lithium-ion technology goals for 2020–2030: energy costs
below 200 € kWh−1 with a gravimetric energy density at cell
level of 180–350 Wh kg−1 for more than 10 000 full cycles.

Laser structuring can be applied to electrodes, separators,
and current collectors. This opens up a wealth of possibil-
ities for the evolutionary development of new battery sys-
tems with extremely high capacity and enhanced performance.
For example, in the field of separator development, polyolefin
separators equipped with functional coatings to stabilize SEI
formation and to improve safety, are becoming increasingly
important. Such novel separator foils can also be providedwith
3D microstructures to improve lithium-ion diffusion and wet-
ting. A completely new approach allows the production of self-
supporting ceramic separators to further reduce the mass of
inactive cell components and increase the thermal resilience
and safety of battery cells.

Research in laser structuring of batterymaterials to improve
electrolyte wetting is an approach that, so far, has only been
successfully tested at the laboratory scale but shows high eco-
nomic potential [16, 85]. The next evolutionary step is trans-
ferring the process to large-format cells with multiple stacks
of electrodes and separators. The improvement of electrolyte
wetting in cell production is an approach that can signific-
antly reduce the production costs and failure rates of batter-
ies. Improvements in high-rate capability, due to surface laser
structuring, represent another significant up-grade in cell pro-
duction, especially with regard to increases in electrode mass
loading. Laser technology can be incorporated into existing
production lines in a modular manner using fiber lasers, scan-
ner technologies, and R2R processes. Scalability to large pro-
duction quantities is feasible. The structuring process must
be optimized with regard to increasing efficiency and process
strategy. A laser system with R2R electrode feeding and high-
performance fs-laser radiation meets the technological pre-
requisites to demonstrate the necessary transfer of laser tech-
nology to large-format cells (e.g. 40–60 Ah).
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